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1. Introduction and Preliminaries
Let fx and px be two positive real valued functions with
∫ b
apxdx  1, then from theory









and vise versa for 0 < t < 1. In 4, Simic has considered the diﬀerence









The following result was given in 4 see also 5.
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Theorem 1.1. Let fx, px be nonnegative and integrable functions for x ∈ a, b, with
∫ b













Remark 1.2. For extension of Theorem 1.1 see cf. 4.
Popoviciu 6–8, 9, pages 214-215 has proved the following results.
Theorem 1.3. Let φ : a, b → R be convex and f : 0, 1 → R be continuous, increasing, and
convex such that a ≤ fx ≤ b for x0, 1. Then
∫1
0
φfxdx ≤ b  a − 2f˜











If φ is strictly convex, then the equality in 1.4 holds if and only if
fx  a  b − ax − λ  |x − λ|
21 − λ , where λ 
b  a − 2f˜
b − a . 1.6
Theorem 1.4. Let φ : a, b → R be continuous and convex, and let f : 0, 1 → R be convex of














≤ f˜ ≤ j − 1a  b
j
, 2 ≤ j ≤ n, 1.7
∫1
0




Ujt, x  a  jj  1
((













b  na − n  1x
b − a φa 
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If φ is strictly convex, then equality in 1.7 holds if and only if
fx  Ujf˜ , x; 1.11
and equality in 1.8 holds if
fx  a  b − a
(
x − λ  |x − λ|
21 − λ
)n
, where λ 
b  na − n  1f˜
b − a . 1.12
With the help of the following useful lemmas we prove our results.










ss − 1 , s / 0, 1;
− log x, s  0;
x log x, s  1.
1.13
Then ϕ′′sx  x
s−2, that is, ϕsx is convex for x > 0.
The following lemma is equivalent to definition of convex function see 9, page 2.



















) ≥ 0. 1.14
We quote here another useful lemma from log-convexity theory cf. 4.
Lemma 1.7. A positive function f is log-convex in the Jensen-sense on an open interval I, that is, for













w2ft ≥ 0, 1.16
holds for each real u,w and s, t ∈ I.
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The following lemma given in 10 gives the relation between Beta function β and
Hypergeometric function F.
Lemma 1.8. Suppose a, b, c, α, γ ∈ R are such that a  c > b > 0 and 0 < α < 2γ , β and F are Beta




1  αxa1  γxc












The paper is organized in the following way. After this introduction, in the second
section we discuss the log-convexity of diﬀerences of the Popoviciu inequalities 1.4, 1.7,
and 1.8. In the third sectionwe introduce somemean value theorems and the Cauchymeans
of the Popoviciu-type and discuss its monotonicity.
2. Main Results
Theorem 2.1. Let f : 0, 1 → R be continuous, increasing, and convex such that 0 < a ≤ fx ≤ b
























b  a − 2f˜
b − a a
s 
2f˜ − a
b − a2s  1
(





, s / 0, 1;
2f˜ − a
b − a 
∫1
0
logfxdx − b  a − 2f˜
b − a loga −
2f˜ − a
b − a2
b log b − a loga, s  0;
b  a − 2f˜




b2 log b − a2 loga)
− f˜ − ab  a
2b − a −
∫1
0
fxlogfxdx, s  1,
2.1
and let Ωsf be positive.
One has thatΩsf is log-convex and the following inequality holds for −∞ < r < s < t < ∞,
Ωt−rs f ≤ Ωt−sr fΩs−rt f. 2.2
Proof. Consider the function defined by
ωx  u2ϕsx  2uwϕrx w2ϕtx, 2.3
where r  s  t/2, ϕs is defined by 1.13 and u,w ∈ R. We have





> 0, x > 0.
2.4
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Therefore, ωx is convex for x > 0. Using Theorem 1.3,
b  a − 2f˜
b − a
(




















b  a − 2f˜












b  a − 2f˜












b  a − 2f˜














b  a − 2f˜













u2Ωsf  2uwΩrf w2Ωtf ≥ 0. 2.7
By Lemma 1.7, we have
ΩsfΩtf ≥ Ω2rf  Ω2st/2f, 2.8
that is Ωsf is log-convex in the Jensen-sense for s ∈ R. Since
lim
s→ 0
Ωsf  Ω0f, lim
s→ 1
Ωsf  Ω1f. 2.9
This implies Ωsf is continuous, therefore it is log-convex.
Since Ωsf is log-convex, that is, logΩsf is convex, therefore by Lemma 1.6 for
−∞ < r < s < t < ∞ and taking φs  logΩs, we get
logΩt−rs f ≤ logΩt−sr f  logΩs−rt f, 2.10
which is equivalent to 2.2.
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Theorem 2.2. Let f , Ωsf be defined in Theorem 2.1 and let t, s, u, v be real numbers such that











Proof. In cf. 9, page 2, we have the following result for convex function f with x1 ≤ y1,












y2 − y1 . 2.12
Since by Theorem 2.1, Ωsf is log-convex, we can set in 2.12:
fx  logΩx and x1  s, x2  t, y1  u, y2  v. We get
logΩtf − logΩsf
t − s ≤
logΩvf − logΩuf













and after applying exponential function, we get 2.11.
Theorem 2.3. Let f : 0, 1 → R be convex of order 1, . . . , n  1 such that 0 < a ≤ fx ≤ b for



















 a  jj  1
((















≤ f˜ ≤ j − 1a  b
j
, 2 ≤ j ≤ n, 2.16
and let Λsf be positive.
One has thatΛsf is log-convex and the following inequality holds for −∞ < r < s < t < ∞,
Λt−rs f ≤ Λt−sr fΛs−rt f. 2.17
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we use Theorem 1.4 instead of Theorem 1.3.
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Theorem 2.4. Let f ,Λsf be defined in Theorem 2.3 and t, s, u, v be real numbers such that s ≤ u,











Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Lemma 2.5. Let f : 0, 1 → R be convex of order 1, . . . , n  1 such that 0 < a ≤ fx ≤ b for x ∈


































































b  na − n  1f˜
b − a a
s 





































⎦, s / 0, 1;
b  na − n  1f˜
b − a −loga −










































logftdt, s  0;
b  na − n  1f˜
b − a a loga 














































ftlogftdt, s  1,
2.20
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for
a ≤ f˜ ≤ na  b
n  1
. 2.21









































a  bx/1  xs
a  bx/1  x − a1−1/n
· b − a
1  x2
dx
 b − a1/n
∫∞
0
a  bxs1  x1−1/n
1  xs2x1−1/n
dx,




1  xs1/n11  b/ax−s
dx.
2.24
By using Lemma 1.8 with a  s  1/n  1, b  1/n, c  −s, α  1, γ  b/a such that 1/n  1 >
1/n > 0 and 0 < 1 < 2b/a, we get
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using integration by parts, we have
I2  n log bb − a1/n − n
∫ b
a





t−1t − a1/ndt. 2.28




















1  x1/n11  b/ax
dx.
2.29
By using Lemma 1.8 with a  1/n  1, b  1/n  1, c  1, α  1, γ  b/a such that 1/n  2 >
1/n  1 > 0 and 0 < 1 < 2b/a, we get





































Using integration by parts, we get
I3  nab − a1/n log b  n
n  1
























a  bx/1  x − a1/n1
a  bx/1  x








1  x1/n11  b/ax
dx.
2.34
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By using Lemma 1.8 with a  1/n  1, b  1/n  1, c  1, α  1, γ  b/a such that 1/n  2 >



















































a  bx/1  x − a1/n
a  bx/1  x








1  x1/n11  b/ax
dx.
2.37
By using Lemma 1.8 with a  1/n  1, b  1/n  1, c  1, α  1, γ  b/a such that 1/n  2 >
































I3  nab − a1/n log b  n
n  1





































b  na − n  1f˜
b − a a
s 
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b  na − n  1f˜
b − a a
s 

















































For s  0,
Γ0f
bna−n1f˜











Using I2, we have
Γ0f 
b  na − n  1f˜
b − a −loga −












































For s  1,
Γ1f 
b  na − n  1f˜
b − a a loga 











Using I3, we have
Γ1f 
b  na − n  1f˜
b − a a loga 
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Theorem 2.6. Let f : 0, 1 → R be convex of order 1, . . . , n  1 such that 0 < a ≤ fx ≤ b for
x ∈ 0, 1, f˜ be defined in 1.5 and let Γsf defined in 2.20 be positive.
One has that Γsf is log-convex and the following inequality holds for −∞ < r < s < t < ∞,
Γt−rs f ≤ Γt−sr fΓs−rt f. 2.46
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we use Theorem 1.4 instead of Theorem 1.3.
Theorem 2.7. Let f , Γsf be defined in Theorem 2.6 and t, s, u, v be real numbers such that s ≤ u,











Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2.
3. Cauchy Means
Let us note that 2.11 has the form of some known inequalities between means e.g.,
Stolarsky’s means, etc.. Here we prove that expressions on both sides of 2.11 are also
means.
Lemma 3.1. Let h ∈ C2I be such that h′′ is bounded, that is, m ≤ h′′ ≤ M. Then the functions




t2 − ht, φ2t  ht − m2 t
2, 3.1
are convex functions.
Theorem 3.2. Let h ∈ C2I1, I1 is a compact interval in R and f be a continuous, increasing and
convex such that a ≤ fx ≤ b for x ∈ 0, 1, f˜ be defined in 1.5 then ∃ ξ ∈ a, b, ξ / 0 such that
b  a − 2f˜















b  a − 2f˜




f˜ − a)(b2  ba  a2)







Proof. Suppose m  minh′′x ≤ h′′x ≤ M  maxh′′x for x ∈ I1. Then by applying φ1 and
φ2 defined in Lemma 3.1 for φ in 1.4, we have
b  a − 2f˜











b  a − 2f˜

















b  a − 2f˜




f˜ − a)(b2  ba  a2)





≥ b  a − 2f˜












b  a − 2f˜














b  a − 2f˜




f˜ − a)(b2  ba  a2)







By combining 3.4 and 3.5 and using the fact that for m ≤ ρ ≤ M there exists ξ ∈ I1 such
that h′′ξ  ρ we get 3.2.
Theorem 3.3. Let k, l ∈ C2I1 and satisfy 3.2, f be a continuous, increasing and convex such that
a ≤ fx ≤ b for x ∈ 0, 1, f˜ be defined in 1.5, and
fx/a  b − ax − λ  |x − λ|21 − λ , where λ 
b  a − 2f˜
b − a , 3.6













Provided that denominators are non-zero.
Proof. Consider the linear functionals Ψ and η such that Ψm  ηmξ for some function
m ∈ C2I1 and ξ ∈ I1. Consider the following linear combination
m  c1k − c2l, 3.8
where c1 and c2 are defined as follows:
c1  Ψl 
b  a − 2f˜











c2  Ψk 
b  a − 2f˜












Since k, l ∈ C2I1 and satisfy 3.2, therefore m as linear combination of k and l should also
satisfy 3.2.
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b  a − 2f˜




f˜ − a)(b2  ba  a2)







Ψm  0. 3.11
On the other hand, there is an ξ ∈ I1 such that
ηmξ  Ψm  0. 3.12
By using the linearity property of the operator η
0  Ψlηkξ −Ψkηlξ. 3.13







After putting values, we get 3.7.
Corollary 3.4. Let f be a continuous, increasing and convex such that a ≤ fx ≤ b for x ∈ 0, 1,




( Dat L(bt1 − at1)/t  1 − ∫10fxt dx
Das Lbs1 − as1/s  1 − ∫10fxs dx
)
, 3.15
where D denotes b  a − 2f˜/b − a and L denotes 2f˜ − a/b − a2.
Proof. Set kx  ϕtx and lx  ϕsx, t / s / 0, 1 in 3.7 we get 3.15.




tt − 1 ·
Dat L(bt1 − at1)/t  1 − ∫10fxt dx
Das L(bs1 − as1)/s  1 − ∫10fxs dx
)1/t−s
≤ b. 3.16
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In fact, similar result can also be given for 3.7. Namely, suppose that k′′/l′′ has inverse





)−1(Dka L∫ ba kxdx −
∫1
0 kfxdx





The expression on the right-hand side of 3.17 is also a mean.




tt − 1 ·
Dat L(bt1 − at1)/t  1 − ∫10fxt dx
Das L(bs1 − as1)/s  1 − ∫10fxs dx
)1/t−s
, 3.18




μas logaν/s  1
(
bs1 log b − as1 loga)−(ν/s  12)(bs1 − as1)− E
μas  ν/s  1
(
bs1 − as1) − ∫10fxs dx
− 2s − 1
ss − 1
)




2 dx  2
∫1
0 logfxdx −H − ν
(
blog b2 − aloga2) −G




( K  ν/2(b2log b2 − a2loga2) − 3/2ν(b2log b − a2loga) −H
2μa loga  ν
(




b2 − a2) − 2μa loga  2∫10 fxlogfxdx
2μa logaν
(





μa loga  ν/2
(
b2 log b − a2 loga) − ν/4(b2 − a2) − ∫10 fxlogfxdx





μas  ν/s  1
(
bs1 − as1) − ∫10fxsdx
ss − 1[νb − a  ∫10 log fxdx − μ loga − νb log b − a loga
]
)1/s
, s / 0, 1;
Ms,1f 
(
μas  ν/s  1
(
bs1 − as1) − ∫10fxsdx
ss−1[μa logaν/2(b2 log b−a2 loga)−ν/4(b2−a2)−O]
)1/s−1
, s / 0, 1,
3.19












b  a − 2f˜




In our next result we prove that this new mean is monotonic.
Theorem 3.6. Let t ≤ u, r ≤ s, then the following inequality is valid
Mt,rf ;w ≤ Mu,sf ;w. 3.21
Proof. Since Ωsf is log-convex, therefore by 2.11we get 3.21.
Remark 3.7. Similar results of the Cauchy means and related results can also proved for
Theorems 2.3 and 2.6.
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